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Abstract—After decades of digitization, large cultural heritage collections have emerged on the web, which contain massive stocks of content from galleries, libraries, archives, and museums. This increase in digital cultural heritage data promises new modes of analysis and increased levels of access for academic scholars and casual users alike. Going beyond the standard representations of search-centric and grid-based interfaces, a multitude of approaches has recently started to enable visual access to cultural collections, and to explore them as complex and comprehensive information spaces by the means of interactive visualizations. In contrast to conventional web interfaces, we witness a widening spectrum of innovative visualization types specially designed for rich collections from the cultural heritage sector. This new class of information visualizations gives rise to a notable diversity of interaction and representation techniques while lending currency and urgency to a discussion about principles such as serendipity, generosity, and criticality in connection with visualization design. With this survey, we review information visualization approaches to digital cultural heritage collections and reflect on the state of the art in techniques and design choices. We contextualize our survey with humanist perspectives on the field and point out opportunities for future research.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Arguably, it is cultural expression and exchange that distinguish humans from other animals. Devising and sharing objects, ideas, and practices enrich behavioral options, facilitates problem-solving, and thus drives the evolution of human collectives [1], [2]. From physical tools and information artifacts to arts and entertainment - cultures create and collect things and pass them on across space and time. While doing so, cultures are changing, and so are the means of transmitting their assets [3]. Digitization has expanded the means for representing and transmitting cultural collections, which makes large stocks of cultural content available, in principle for everyone and everywhere. Against the background of these large data collections, new types of typically web-based interfaces are assuming a role similar to galleries, libraries, archives, and museums as the ‘places’, where cultural heritage (CH) can be experienced [4], [5], [6], [7].

In this report, we collect recent developments of interfaces, which leverage methods of information visualization (InfoVis) to enhance access to cultural collections in order to support their scholarly analysis and casual appreciation. The survey sheds light on this emerging field, and aims to assess the state of the art for a diverse group of readers and audiences. We assume the findings and discussions to be of relevance for InfoVis researchers and practitioners, cultural scientists and digital humanities scholars, as well as owners, curators and custodians of CH collections. The general purpose of this paper is to explore and consolidate this new field by summarizing recent achievements and by reflecting on future challenges. To do so, we will discuss the background of CH data (sec. 1) and describe our survey methodology (sec. 2). On this basis we introduce the categories of the survey (sec. 3), analyze existing visualization systems (sec. 4), and discuss the findings in relation to a range of contemporary humanities perspectives to derive directions for future research (sec. 5 and sec. 6).

1.1 Concepts of Culture

The concept of “culture” has seen a multitude of definitions [8], [9], [10]. While everyday language often uses “culture” to refer to artful things and emphasizes aesthetic or exceptional aspects (“the best that has been thought and known” [11]), many discourses and domains use the term in a much broader and pragmatic way. As such, culture also includes the whole portfolio of useful things and thoughts, including the everyday customs and practices that make up how we live as a society, “that complex whole which includes knowledge, belief, art, morals, law, custom, and any other capabilities and habits” [12]. From a functionalist perspective, CH thus comprises the whole arsenal of artful and useful assets that enable and refine collective reproduction. From a more critical perspective, CH objects and contents also always deserve a second look at their implicit functions and motivations (see sec. 5.3). Seen from such perspectives, CH objects also reveal the functions of social and cultural
demarcation or symbolic distinction [13], as they are also frequently (re)produced under competitive, exploitative, or hegemonic conditions and circumstances [14].

While early definitions of CH have mainly focused on tangible assets (e.g., objects, tools, artworks, or buildings), more recent conceptions also emphasize the relevance of intangible assets, such as performing arts, crafts, expressions, customs, rites, or any set of practices [15] deemed worthy of intergenerational transmission due to their “aesthetic, historic, scientific, or social value” [16] (see Fig. 1, left).

While cultural heritage is assembled by every collective—from prehistoric tribes and families to modern organizations and nations—its professional preservation in contemporary times is organized by institutions such as galleries, libraries, archives, and museums (often abbreviated as GLAM institutions). Besides preservation, these institutions work on their assets’ documentation and availability for research, their mediation to the public, and the modernization of conservation technologies. In this context, digitization has proven to be one of the most consequential innovations. As CH institutions are gradually making their collections available online, the web is becoming a large-scale collection of cultural assets and objects itself. Bringing together the entities of countless local collections, large meta-aggregators like Europeana1 or the Digital Public Library of America2 are hosting millions of digital cultural objects, which can be accessed by interested visitors anytime and anywhere.

Yet to grant more generous access to these cultural riches, interface designers have to find new ways of representation beyond the common keyword search approach. They have to recreate ways and means to experience collections on large and small screens and to translate successful solutions and strategies of collection curators, custodians, cultural guides, and museum architects to these new information spaces [17], [18], [19]. To address a variety of these challenges, CH institutions and designers increasingly utilize InfoVis methods. We consider these approaches to showcase novel and noteworthy approaches to visualization design, and to be of relevance for academic, cultural and societal actors, and institutions alike.

1.2 Relevance

From a visualization perspective, the relevance of CH data arises from the specific challenges they pose to the design of visualization and interaction methods. Data of CH collections are set apart from other datasets by their rich and often heterogeneous metadata, which are associated with a wide variety of object types (e.g., images, texts, artifacts, music, and films, see Fig.1). These objects often feature perceptually rich content (e.g., as realistically encoded images or object representations), and are often linked to further contextual information and historical knowledge [20]. These rich and heterogeneous data meet diverse user types [21], who pursue a variety of tasks [22]. In recent years, this complex scenario sparked a wave of InfoVis developments and approaches within and beyond the confines of academic research (see Fig.2). We consider this field of application to deserve closer and more systematic attention, and want to analyze and consolidate its technological achievements from the InfoVis research point of view.

From a wider societal perspective, culture is the collective expression and transmission of valuable contents and practices to ensure their continued existence. As such, we consider reflections on the technical aspects and challenges of this endeavor to have relevance from multiple perspectives:

- As a critical process of socio-epistemic reproduction, transmission of culture always requires supportive measures in terms of a culture’s most advanced methods and technologies (pedagogic perspective).
- The advancement of methods seems even more essential for individuals with different cultural or educational backgrounds, whose cognitive processes are already challenged by mediating cultural and linguistic boundaries (intercultural perspective).
- Eventually, given the continuously growing collections of assets across all areas, new means for analysis, synthesis, and sensemaking with complex corpora are required (macrocognitive perspective).

Guided by these motivations, we assemble existing visualization approaches to CH data, review them from an InfoVis perspective and discuss associated challenges.

1. Europeana: http://www.europeana.eu
2. DPLA: https://dp.la/
2 Methodology

The survey focuses on visualizations of CH collections without restriction to a specific object type (Fig. 1, left). As such, we equally considered interfaces to collections of visual artifacts such as paintings, drawings, and sculptures, but also to text, audio, or video data that document tangible or intangible CH assets—as long as they could be represented by visual surrogates or graphical abstractions. To control this extensive search space, three criteria narrowed down our research field:

- **We focused on approaches and interface designs that utilize InfoVis techniques** for the representation of collections. Although many scientific visualization techniques for CH objects (aiming at the realistic rendering of 3D objects) exist, we included them only in the case of a hybrid use of SciVis and InfoVis methods.
- **We focused on approaches with a documented application or relation to cultural heritage data or institutions.** This criterion restricted the search space to the cultural sector, and led to the exclusion of InfoVis interfaces to, for example, personal photo or music collections, or scientific text documents [34], but creates an intersection to visual text analysis in the digital humanities realm. In contrast to a recent survey in this area [160], our scope includes multiple other CH object types besides texts and predominantly analyzes visualizations based on object metadata.
- **We focused on visualizations of CH object and asset collections, but did not include InfoVis systems that give their prime focus to other cultural-historical entities, like actors [35], [36] or events [37], [38].**

As for the specific selection of approaches, we included InfoVis systems that have been documented by research papers or publications (see Fig.13, upper section), but also analyzed prototypical interfaces to CH collections that are publicly accessible but have not been covered by academic reflections (Fig.13, bottom section). This allowed us to include relevant work in the field that has been done without an academic focus (e.g., [29], [32]), but also to bring in tools or prototypes that are frequently used for collection visualization (e.g., [39], [40]), yet where corresponding publications, for instance, had no direct relation to CH data or institutions (e.g., [41]).

We collected approaches and interfaces through a multifocal research process: Primary search domains included the areas of InfoVis, Visual Analytics, HCI, Digital Humanities, Digital Art History, and Museum Studies. As such, we included works from a wide range of journals (incl. IEEE Transactions on Visualization and Computer Graphics (TVCG), Information Visualization Journal (IV), or Digital Humanities Quarterly (DHQ)) and conferences (incl. Museum and the Web (MW), International Conference on Advanced Visual Interfaces (AVI), or Joint Conference on Digital Libraries (JCDL). Starting from a core set of search terms (i.e., combinations of data or information visualization and CH or GLAM data), we sifted through related works, keywords, and research institutions, and explored incoming and outgoing citations. In case of multiple project publications, we selected only the most recent and comprehensive paper with the highest impact. Building on the results, we extended the set of keywords and iterated the search. In case of uncertainty regarding a paper’s inclusion, four authors discussed the paper or interface in question, which led to the exclusion of 59 interfaces from the initial sample (e.g., [42], [43]). The final collection of InfoVis systems included 70 prototypes, with 50 prototypes associated with a research paper, and 20 prototypes investigated as web-based standalone implementations. We provide an interactive browser to explore this collection of collection visualizations (http://ieg.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/~federico/CHVis/) and ask CH and InfoVis communities to support its future extension and enrichment.

3 Categorization

For our assessment of InfoVis approaches to CH collection data we developed a classification schema with regard to the specific character of the field. It unifies top-down approaches of classification with inferential bottom-up categorizations that result from an open coding approach. The result provides a conceptual schema open for discussion and
further consolidation. Where available, we elicit analytical categories from existing taxonomies in InfoVis and CH domains, which we adapt to the specifics of the target domain. As such, the first categories follow the three axes of data, users, and tasks [44], [45], with further categories pertaining to visual granularity and information activities, as well as visual encoding techniques for temporal and non-temporal aspects of collection data. In the following, we discuss each of these categories, which have been assigned to different colors for ease of differentiation (see Fig. 3).

3.1 Data

The visualization of CH collections can involve two classes of data: the data constituting the digital cultural object, and the accompanying metadata (see Fig.1, right). The metadata can describe a broad diversity of information associated with the CH objects and vary in scope, quality, and character across different collections, contexts, institutions, and domains. Therefore, to classify appearances of metadata, we need to resort to a unified and comprehensive metadata model. Among several standardization initiatives, the Europeana Data Model (EDM) [46] is one of the most mature efforts. The EDM reuses several existing semantic web vocabularies, such as the metadata set of the Dublin Core Metadata Initiative (DCMI) [47], the Object Reuse and Exchange format from the Open Archives Initiative (OAI-ORE) [48], the Simple Knowledge Organisation System (SKOS) [49] and the Conceptual Reference Model from the International Committee for Documentation of the International Council of Museums (CIDOC-CRM) [50]. Also, the Metadata Application Profile of the Digital Public Library of America (DPLA MAP) [51] is mostly built upon the EDM.

The EDM encompasses two different approaches to describe a CH object, namely an object-centric approach and an event-centric approach. The object-centric approach focuses on the static properties of the object, enabling the description of its creator, creation date, object type, and current location. However, to unlock a more comprehensive description of the object context, it might be necessary to include not only properties of the object itself, but also the properties that are associated with other object-related entities. To account for these entities, we include the following categories: actor (person or organization), time, place, event, and ontology (in case the visualization includes entities from knowledge organization systems).

In addition, the event-centric approach aims at building richer relational structures, such as a network or a hierarchy, by introducing contextual entities and relationships between them, including relations between objects and agents, that took part in an event at a given time at a given place. However, the two approaches are not equally distributed and established: While the object-centric approach is fully supported by most implementations and the enrichment with contextual entities partly, the event-centric approach is rarely supported. Nonetheless, relational structures can also be established in the object-centric approach by considering different types of static (i.e., non-temporal) and direct relations between objects.

In many cases, the simplest metadata assigned to an object are textual descriptions. We denote them as text when they are provided as free-form text, which is suitable for text visualization techniques. Conversely, when the textual description is structured as keywords or tags that can be modeled as categorical or set-typed data, we denote the textual description as category. Additional numerical metadata such as the number of pages of a book, the year of creation, the length of a video, or the physical dimensions of a painting are grouped under other metadata.

The vast majority of approaches to visualizing CH collections are built on metadata. However, many of them also integrate a visual representation of the content itself. In accor-
dance with the EDM, we distinguish five object types: image, audio, video, text, and 3D object. Because of the inherently visual nature of image objects, we observe that many of the surveyed approaches are tailored for image objects and display the images themselves. However, approaches focusing on other object types can likewise include a visual representation (as an example, books and newspapers can be visually represented by their cover images [18], [52], videos by a still [53], and 3D objects by a 2D rendering [54]). Moreover, the content of objects can be treated as data and processed or analyzed to derive additional metadata and better organize the visualized collection. Examples of applied techniques include text mining [53], [55], [56], clustering of 3D objects based on shape similarity [54], image analysis for face recognition [57], average color abstraction [52], style, genre and artist classification [58], or clustering [59]. Figure 4 shows the distribution of surveyed approaches according to these data categories.

3.2 Users

For the design of CH visualizations, the intended user is a critical factor: Users’ prior knowledge, experiences, and interests will influence their expectations for and interactions with a visual interface. For this classification, we evaluate the InfoVis systems with respect to their intended users and the system’s purpose.

3.2.1 Target Users

The target groups of digital CH collections are very diverse: From museum curators to humanities scholars and from highly interested enthusiasts to members of the general public - CH collections can provide useful and interesting information for all of them. Consequently, many different categorizations of users exist with respect to domain expertise, technical expertise, and motivation of use [21]. To classify and evaluate CH visualizations we distinguish two broad classes of users, namely (1) experts and (2) casual users. Experts encompass all people with a professional or scientific interest in CH data, whereas casual users are looking for personally meaningful information in everyday settings [60]. The users’ domain expertise is an important factor for the design of InfoVis approaches. As research on the use of digital collections shows, domain expertise facilitates directed search in cultural databases [61], [62]. Knowledge of the content and structure of the collection enables experts to use relevant keywords for searching and filtering that yield more precise and satisfying results. Without this knowledge, it is difficult for casual users to retrieve meaningful results in search-based interfaces. They require an orientation phase before they can start engaging with the information [63]. Therefore, Whitelaw [18] suggests the development of more “generous interfaces” with rich overviews on the collection's structure and content and direct access to sample data objects within their context. Such interfaces can quickly serve casual users’ curiosity, raise interest, and engage them in serendipitous exploratory browsing (see also sections 5.1 and 5.2).

Within our sample of 50 visualization systems documented by a research paper, 14 are designed for expert users, 20 for casual users, and 10 for both user groups (Fig. 5). However, six publications do not include information on their target group - a highly problematic observation, as such an InfoVis system is developed without an understanding of its future use and will probably not meet the users’ needs. It is also interesting to see how an InfoVis prototype can serve two highly different user groups: Some of the prototypes designed for expert and casual users have distinct interfaces for each group: For example, in Lomen [64] all users can use different interactive views to explore the collection. Additionally, curators can create timeline-based thematic paths to tell a story about one specific topic within the collection.

3.2.2 Evaluation

We also investigated whether a paper reported a user study, even if it was only briefly mentioned. The result was disappointing: Only 21 out of 50 papers reported a user study, and a further five mentioned one without reporting any results. Obviously, the papers that did not specify their intended user group also mostly did not conduct a user study (five out of six). Within the group of prototypes that were intended for expert use, 64% of the papers included an evaluation. In contrast, only 53% of the prototypes designated for casual users and 50% of the prototypes that were aimed at a mixed target group were evaluated. We consider these rates to be rather low, and to mirror the low level of knowledge about casual InfoVis users in general [22]. Further studies on this user group could inform and improve the design of casual InfoVis approaches in the future. For example, Hinrichs et al. [24] observed 267 interactions with EMDialog and found that “fancy interactions” can draw away the casual users’ attention from the actual information and content. Also, evaluations with humanities researchers are needed, as their reasoning often differs from that of other practitioners using most current InfoVis systems.

3.2.3 Purpose

Additionally, we classified the purpose of the InfoVis approach: Overall, 11 InfoVis prototypes aimed for the promotion of learning or education, 19 for creating an engaging and pleasurable experience, and 20 for curating and scholarly inquiry. As expected, the purpose of the visualization correlates with the target users: Most expert approaches (93%) were intended to support inquiry and curation, whereas most casual approaches aimed at an engaging user experience (74%).

A minor amount of papers also claimed to support collaboration [54], [57], [65], [66], [67] and communication [66], [68], [69], [70]. As an early example, [54] emphasized the potential collaboration of different CH institutions in developing CH databases. Newer approaches furthermore argue that InfoVis opens up “opportunities for collaborations and synergies beyond academic boundaries” [65, p. 431] and that they can link the knowledge of experts and that of the
public. We agree that CH databases have the inherent potential to support collaborative sensemaking and knowledge exchange, but consider further transdisciplinary approaches to be necessary to tap the full potential.

The prototypes focusing on communication provide easy-to-use tools for curators that enable them to visualize their own data (without advanced technical knowledge) and let the public explore their collections online. Although this might also be achieved with “general tools” for creating InfoVis (like Silk or Tableau), the reviewed InfoVis tools for CH data are better tailored to the specific needs of curators. Neatline [70], as an example, allows curators to enrich (historical) maps with artifacts and texts for interactive exploration, whereas Geobrowser [39] or Palladio [40] foster the spatiotemporal exploration of CH data for everyone. We regard the development of such re-usable InfoVis tools as decisive in the large-scale spread of InfoVis in the CH sector.

3.3 Tasks

The categorization of tasks is derived from the analytical task taxonomy by Andrienko and Andrienko [71]. A task can be understood as a question involving two parts: the known part (i.e., the reference, the task constraints) and the unknown part (i.e., the target information, the data attributes to be found). The taxonomy distinguishes two types of tasks: elementary tasks, involving individual elements of the reference sets, and synoptic tasks, involving the entire reference set or its subsets, with the corresponding characteristics as a whole (i.e., a pattern or behavior).

As for elementary tasks, at a finer-grained level the authors [71] distinguish lookup, comparison, and relation-seeking tasks. The vast majority of approaches, which we categorized as elementary, address only lookup tasks, both direct (e.g., find all objects created at a given time in a given place, and their attributes) and indirect (e.g., given a cultural object, find when and where it was created). These approaches support users looking for specific CH objects and their attributes and aim at assisting with visual information retrieval and searching. Given the importance of interacting with individual objects in CH databases for sensemaking, it is not surprising that this is the most frequent task category. Only a few approaches also tackle relation-seeking tasks (e.g., [56], [57]).

According to Andrienko and Andrienko [71], synoptic tasks play an important role in exploratory data analysis. Synoptic tasks involve finding and comparing patterns, as well as seeking relations between patterns; in the context of CH, synoptic tasks can be understood as analytic activities supporting collection understanding, which shifts the traditional focus of retrieval in large collections from locating specific artifacts to gaining a comprehensive view of the collection. In our classification, among synoptic tasks, we distinguish in particular those tasks dealing with temporal behaviors (i.e., behaviors involving time as the reference set), because of the well-known importance of time-oriented information in CH data [72].

For Andrienko and Andrienko “the most challenging are tasks of finding significant connections between phenomena, such as cause-effect relations or structural links, and of identifying the principles of the internal organization, functioning, and development of a single phenomenon” [71, p. 48]. Indeed, the approaches we found in our survey support only elementary tasks or descriptive synoptic tasks, while further research seems to be needed to support such connectional tasks in the context of CH collections. Figure 6 shows an overview of the categorization by task.

3.4 Granularity and Interactivity

For digital CH collections, interface design essentially predefines how complex information spaces can be experienced. A major design decision derives from the question: which levels of object aggregation are provided? CH InfoVis systems can offer access to details of individual artifacts or overviews of entire collections - or to any other intermediate level of visual aggregation, which we refer to as visual granularity (Fig. 7).

3.4.1 Visual Granularity

Interaction with CH collections in a gallery or a museum mostly happens on a detail level of close-up observation or in a mode of contemplative walking from object to object. While digital collections also allow for a similar activity by the means of browsing, they also provide the option to contemplate and analyze collections from various distant perspectives [19], [72]. To conceptualize the related InfoVis design space, Greene et al. [74] introduced the distinction between previews (visual surrogates for single objects), and overviews (visual surrogates for whole collections), which we further differentiate into four types of object or collection representations:

- **Single object previews**: To allow for a close-up contemplation, many systems provide detailed representations of objects, usually high-resolution photographs or 3D scans, but also video or audio encodings. These representations are often accompanied by textual object descriptions and the disclosure of object metadata and facets.

- **Multi-object previews**: Above the level of singular objects, collection interfaces often aggregate previews of CH objects into multi-object arrangements, such as lists, grids, or mosaics, where thumbnails serve as object previews. As opposed to collection overviews, multi-object previews commonly represent a selection of objects and often result from searching or faceted browsing (e.g. [75], [76]).

- **Collection overviews utilizing discrete surrogates**: At the macro level, visualization systems can provide collection overviews by using discrete abstractions for single objects such as glyphs, which keep individual objects visible and accessible for inspection while encoding metadata (e.g., temporal origin) into visual variables like position, size, color, or shape of the glyphs (cf. [33], [77]).

- **Collection overviews utilizing abstractions**: Collection overviews can also utilize all possible types of diagrammatic representations, which abstract from discrete objects and encode collection data into any other available visualization
resulting in abstract geometric shapes that represent high-level patterns and structures in a collection (e.g. [28]).

In our sample of InfoVis systems, full object previews are offered by more than half of all systems, and multi-object previews are implemented by about 60%. 75% of systems offer some sort of collection overview. About half of them utilize discrete representations, and the other half use diagrammatic abstractions (Fig. 8).

3.4.2 Supported Information Activities

To engage with a digital collection and explore it across the outlined levels of granularity, visitors can pursue various information activities, which are predefined by an interface’s interaction design. We distinguish six major types of support for different information activities [73], [78].

Object search: As a prototypical information activity, searching is geared towards finding one or more relevant objects in an otherwise irrelevant information space. At the end of a search, which equals a funnel-like task, there tends to be the single find that ideally satisfies the information need.

Overview and orientation: Collection overviews utilize conceptual abstractions or discrete object surrogates to visualize collections on a macro level. Thereby, they enable users to orient themselves according to various metadata dimensions and to visually analyze distributions, relations, patterns, or trends of entire collections on a high level of aggregation.

Vertical immersion or abstraction: Starting at a given granularity level, interfaces can support vertical movements of immersion (zoom in) or abstraction (zoom out) along the overview-detail-axis. Vertical immersion does not have to lead to the access of single objects, but can also result in the exploration of (faceted) subsets of a collection. By contrast, vertical abstraction allows the user to zoom out from the contemplation of single objects to contextualize them in their larger neighboring information space.

Accessing object details: The access to single object previews - often including access to object metadata and textual descriptions - equals the close-up contemplation of CH objects in physical exhibition spaces, and aims to engage users in a more detailed, profound, and in-depth object experience.

Horizontal exploration: As opposed to vertical immersion, which narrows down the search space, horizontal browsing or exploring includes all sorts of open-ended, lateral movements, either on the object level, or along a selected level of aggregation or abstraction. This includes browsing or “strolling” along various metadata dimensions or facets, like (same) style, artist, subject, or time [78], [79].

Curated paths: One specific horizontal functionality can be achieved by curated paths, which are generated by the interface providers (curator or author-driven, e.g. [70]) and structured by additional means of narrative information design, or by the visitors’ own exploration and interaction behavior (user-driven, e.g. [76]).

Of the 70 visualization systems, about 60% offered a search functionality, 90% support overview and orientation, 65% allowed for vertical immersion or abstraction, 70% support horizontal exploration, only 20% offer curated paths, and 75% enable access to object details (Fig. 8).

3.5 Temporal Visualization Methods

CH collections are assemblages inherited from the past, experienced in the present, and preserved for the future. As such, the visual representation of temporal aspects is a vital design dimension. In this section we survey all InfoVis approaches with regard to their choices of how to visually encode temporal data aspects, while the next section (3.6) analyzes main methods for visualizing non-temporal data aspects. We build on existing classifications for the representation of time-oriented data [80] and distinguish six categories (Fig. 9, right).

Timelines (1D): Timelines are the simplest solution for mapping time to space in a linear, one-dimensional fashion [81]. As a method to encode the dates of origin of
collection objects, timelines commonly visualize events (e.g., creation dates of objects) as marks along a line. In a more complex arrangement, they can appear as multiple, stacked, or also faceted timelines [40], [53], [82]. Also, timelines are often utilized as “linked views” in combination with other visualizations for temporal navigation [39].

Time as one of two spatial dimensions (2D): By mapping time linearly to one of two spatial display dimensions (e.g., along the x-axis) and by utilizing the orthogonal display dimension (y-axis) for encoding another data aspect, interface designers frequently generate histograms [57], [83], line charts [84], (stacked) area charts [39], [85], time-oriented scatter plots [86], image plots [33], [67], or process visualizations [66]. These visualizations can again serve as linked views for temporal navigation and exploration, such as temporal selection, zooming, panning, and brushing.

Time as one of three spatial dimensions (3D): When interfaces make use of three-dimensional visualization techniques, temporal data aspects can also be mapped to one of three dimensions (e.g. [29], [30]. With regard to visualizations based on space-time cube representations, only conceptual designs have been documented so far [87], [88].

Animation: Using animation, the temporal change of any collection aspect is represented as a temporal change of the collection visualization on the screen. CH interfaces occasionally utilize animation to make development processes accessible as moving or morphing images, often in connection with a linked timeline. This approach offers the means for user-driven temporal navigation, selection, and further exploration [39], [40], [89].

Visual variables: By mapping time to a selected visual variable (such as color, size or texture) CH collection interfaces can transform most existing methods for non-temporal data (cf. 3.6) into time-oriented ones and add temporal information as a retinal variable (e.g., of glyphs). We found color coding to be applied mainly to collection representations on maps [40], [90], and did not identify other retinal encodings.

Other encoding techniques: Further surveyed solutions for the visual encoding of temporal data include ring charts [91], tree cut sections [24], or visualization of nodes within an ontology [92], [93]. Finally, date of creation often serves as the guiding arrangement principle for previews within lists, slideshows, grids, and mosaics.

As Figure 10 shows, only a minority of interfaces (12 out of 70) encode no temporal collection information whatsoever. Among the majority of interfaces that do, the most prominent methods map time to a spatial dimension, with 30% of all interfaces using one-dimensional timelines, and close to 50% using one out of two spatial dimensions. 3D encoding has been used only by two interfaces, and encoding to visual variables has been applied by three. Twenty percent of all interfaces utilized other options for the visual encoding of time.

**3.6 Non-temporal Visualization Methods**

Finally, we analyze all systems for visualizations of other than temporal data aspects, including spatial, relational, distributional, categorical or cross-sectional collection aspects (Fig. 9, left).

**Lists & slideshows**: Horizontal slideshows or vertical lists arrange object collections in a linear sequence. While we did not consider such widely used multi-object previews (including grids & mosaics) to count as InfoVis techniques in the narrower sense, some of these arrangements encode
additional data dimensions (e.g., temporal origin, dominant color or item popularity) into the previews’ positions, and allow for user-driven re-arrangement, which makes them a relevant arrangement technique at the InfoVis periphery.

Forms & mosaics: Using “line breaks”, linear arrangements turn into grids and mosaics, which arrange multi-object previews in multiple rows that raise the item-screen ratio (e.g. [23], [77]). Furthermore, grids and mosaics can be dynamized, so that tiles represent whole object categories or subcollections and change their content over time. Thus, also passive contemplation without clicking and scrolling is enabled [18].

Plots: Dissolving the contiguous arrangements of grids and mosaics, plots assign the two-dimensional (x and y) positions of previews or glyphs according to selected metadata dimensions in a coordinate system. Examples are image plots [33] and scatter plots [68], [94], [95], which utilize glyphs or point-like abstractions instead of object previews. As a result, distributions (clusters, outliers, gaps) appear that allow for the analysis of collection patterns or trends.

Clusters & sets: To unveil possible inter-object similarities implicit in multiple dimensions of collection data, dimensionality reduction procedures can be applied. This includes principal component analysis (PCA), multidimensional scaling (MDS) and t-distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE). With such techniques, CH collection data can then be visualized as image or glyph clusters [33], [83], [96]. If object similarities are explicitly defined (whether as group, class, or categorical object attributes), these object clusters can be visualized by set visualizations [32], [97].

Maps: As geographic origin is one of the most frequently documented metadata dimensions of cultural objects and artifacts, maps accordingly serve as a prominent visualization method to show the spatial distribution of artifacts’ origins [39], [40], [90]. Likewise, CH objects’ provenance histories (i.e., their spatio-temporal trajectories) can be visualized in a geographic context [89].

Hierarchical diagrams & maps: Given the different possible classifications of cultural artifacts, hierarchical diagrams such as treemaps are one solution to offer insights into hierarchically structured constellations of object or collection metadata [28], [97].

Word clouds: Word or tag clouds [65], [98] are a prominent method of visualization and verbalization to represent metadata aspects of a collection. Tags or keywords can be derived either from existing object classification, mined from object titles and related textual descriptions, or generated through crowdsourcing or computer-vision methods.

Bar charts serve as another prominent visualization method for CH collection data [75], including their use as histograms to encode the temporal distribution of a collection’s historical provenance (e.g. [82], [83]).

3D: Going beyond the two dimensions of flat InfoVis design, some interfaces also use a third dimension to encode CH collection data [30], [99]. This includes hybrid systems that merge the visualization of abstract data aspects as (or within) virtual spatial environments [32], [54], [92], [98].

Other encoding techniques: With regard to the many possible dimensions of CH collection data, a whole range of further InfoVis techniques provide insights into non-temporal patterns and distributions, including (stacked) area charts [85], ring charts [72], Voronoi maps [100], pie charts [68], Kohonen maps [101], or line charts [102].

Fig. 11. The distribution of visualization methods for non-temporal (spatial, structural, relational, distributional, or cross-sectional) CH collection data aspects.

Overall, more than half of all interfaces (55%) featured at least one type of a multi-object arrangement, such as lists, grids or mosaics. As for other visualization methods, geographic maps (30) and networks (27) are the most frequently utilized techniques. After that, bar charts (18), word clouds (12), cluster visualizations (8) feature prominently, followed by 3D visualizations, plots, and treemaps (Fig. 11).

4 Survey and analysis of interfaces

Overall, we analyzed 70 InfoVis interfaces across six main categories and 48 subcategories (Fig. 13). For all 50 prototypes documented by papers or similar publications, we were able to apply all categories and do our assessment across the full spectrum. For 20 InfoVis prototypes without a published documentation, we refrained from assessing the underlying data types, as well as intended users and supported tasks due to too large a margin of interpretative uncertainty. While the overview table discloses the structural profiles of interfaces in the general design space (rows), it also sheds light on the prominence of individual design elements and features (columns). Furthermore this table offers a documentation of design decisions for developers, who can look up the design solutions of existing visualization prototypes that deal with the same types of data. In addition to these basic functions, we highlight additional findings.

4.1 Interest in CH Visualization

An analysis of the publications by year (Fig. 12) reveals that the field of CH visualization is quite young: The first publication stems from 2004 [103] and an increased interest can be observed from 2010 onward. Since then, the publication statistics show an upward trend (with fluctuations). This
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trend mirrors the development of the major repositories for CH data in the last decade: The Europeana project started in 2007, and the DPLA in 2010. Both currently offer open access to huge digital CH collections, raising questions on potential use cases for these data, but also enabling their reuse in research. Also on a local scale, an increasing number of collecting institutions have invested time and money into the digitization of their collections.

This rapid growth in CH data motivated the use of InfoVis technologies, which help to make sense of massive data collections, and offer effective means to interact with these data. The development also parallels the rise of the Digital Humanities as a new research field in its own right. Consequently, with the continuous increase in available data and evolving interdisciplinary research expertise in the relevant fields, interest in applying InfoVis approaches to CH collection data grew over time and will likely continue to do so.

![Fig. 12. The temporal development of CH InfoVis publications.](image)

### 4.2 Observed Impact

What are the most important publications on CH visualization? To evaluate the scientific impact of the surveyed publications, we conducted a citation analysis using Google Scholar in June 2017. Six publications could not be included in this analysis as two of them were published too recently to be listed, and four were published on the Museums & the Web website which is not indexed in Google Scholar. From the remaining papers, most received only little attention based on the Google Scholar citation (Fig. 14). The 10 papers with the highest impact ranged from 22 to 110 citations. Nearly all early publications that were published before 2010 are found in this list (five of six), probably partly due to their extended time for reception, but also due to their pioneering status.

To understand, what distinguishes a low- from a high-impact paper, we considered the three most cited papers more closely. It becomes clear that they go well beyond the scope of describing singular InfoVis systems, but rather discuss more general concepts, which obviously proved to be useful for other researchers. The most often cited paper is by Thudt et al. on the Bohemian Bookshelf [52], in which the authors build on the theory of serendipity and delineate general design requirements for InfoVis in support of serendipity. Similarly, the second most cited paper by Hinrichs et al. [24] conducted a large user study on the use of EMDialog in an exhibition context and reported several lessons learned for the design of InfoVis. The third most cited paper by Shen et al. [93] formalizes the processes of searching and browsing and discusses how they are linked and can be integrated into the InfoVis of the ETANA digital library. These three high-impact publications illustrate how the engagement with CH data encourages visualization researchers to not only work across disciplines, but also to propose new ways of thinking about visual representation and interaction.

### 4.3 Casual vs. Expert Use

The design of an InfoVis system strongly depends on the intended user group. As digital CH collections serve mainly two different target groups, we expected differences between interfaces for expert and casual users. However, these differences were not as fundamental as expected.

We already reported that the documented purpose of the InfoVis interface changes with the targeted user group (cf. section 3.2.3) in that expert interfaces are intended for inquiry and curation whereas interfaces for casual users are geared towards an engaging experience. Consequently, also the supported exploration activities differ: providing an overview is important in all interfaces for all user groups and represents one of the fundamental benefits of InfoVis.

In addition to this, browsing techniques were implemented more frequently for casual users, while for experts the search function was more prevalent. This observation is in line with existing research showing that experts are more skilled in searching CH databases than casual users [61], [124] and that casual users require alternative modes of access to pursue exploratory search [62].

Moreover, we observe a difference between user groups in terms of object types: Interfaces for casual users focus more on image objects than approaches for professional users, and often also display a thumbnail of the image itself; we can reasonably suppose that many interfaces for casual users are designed to engage them in browsing object reproductions rather than support exploratory analysis of object metadata.

Similarly, we observe a difference in terms of supported analytic tasks. In particular, approaches supporting elementary tasks are slightly more prevalent (60%) among those designed specifically for casual users; conversely, approaches supporting synoptic tasks are more prevalent (73%) among those designed specifically for experts. Approaches focusing on both user groups support both task types nearly equally.

With regard to multiple views, one could expect that interfaces for casual users should be simpler and provide fewer ways of visualizing data. However, no differences exist in the number of implemented visualization methods. But the kinds of visualization techniques differ: Expert interfaces use fewer lists, grids, and tag clouds than casual interfaces. As list and grid visualizations are fundamental ways for browsing a visual collection, this matches the results observed for the exploration activities that casual users more often browse than search.

### 4.4 Multiple Views

From a visual analytics perspective, the complexity of CH data implies that every possible encoding method can capture only so much of a collection’s composition
Fig. 13. Design space and categorical distribution of all surveyed InfoVis interfaces to CH collections, with paper-based prototypes at the top, and publicly accessible prototypes without associated publication at the bottom. Ranking according to number of design features.
or structure. According to the design rationale “one view is not enough” [72] the survey shows that the use of multiple non-temporal perspectives (either as multiple-choice or multiple coordinated view systems) is a widely used technique to combine the strengths of different views—and to counterbalance possible analytical reductions of a singular technique. About 80% of all interfaces utilize more than one non-temporal visualization method. On average, 2.63 (SD=1.18) different non-temporal encoding techniques were used, ranging from 1 to 6 [68]. The most frequently implemented non-temporal encoding techniques are also most often combined: lists, grids, maps, and networks.

The temporal dimension in CH data was visually encoded by 81% of the CH InfoVis interfaces. According to Kerracher et al. [125], offering multiple views “to maximise insight, balance the strengths and weaknesses of individual views, and avoid misinterpretation” is also highly relevant for temporal analysis. Visualization systems increasingly combine different visual approaches to temporal aspects to allow the user to select and switch between the most appropriate representations for the data and task at hand [125]. This trend seems to also manifest in CH collection visualization: One out of three systems (31%) implemented multiple encoding techniques for temporal data aspects (e.g., [40], [89]). The implementation rates of 1.16 (SD=0.76) different temporal encoding methods per system (ranging from 0 to 3 [66] [40]) are still significantly lower than for non-temporal visualizations. Given the relevance of the historical data dimension for cultural sciences and humanities scholars, we expect these rates to grow. With regard to the combination of temporal and non-temporal encoding methods, we found that 1D timelines are most often implemented together with lists, maps, and networks. 2D-time axes are often combined with lists, grids, maps, and networks. The methods of animation and color coding are mostly combined with maps and networks.

As one remarkable result, we found practically no hybrid systems integrating InfoVis techniques with 3D rendering techniques (e.g., of real or virtual museums), even though such combinations could provide multiple insights into the connections between abstract and concrete arrangements [126]. We want to mark this as a particularly interesting unexplored possibility and emphasize its future potential (also for VR/AR guides), so that sensemaking in physical and digital information spaces can mutually amplify their potential (see sec. 5.5).

### 4.5 Intangible Heritage

As the distribution of data types in the survey shows (Fig. 13, blue column), there is a remarkable shortage of interfaces enabling access to intangible objects or practices, such as music, film, performing arts, or linguistic entities (e.g., narratives, folk tales, or poems). One hypothesis to explain this absence of interfaces to intangible cultural heritage is that texts are mostly found in specific-purpose libraries. Moving images or music on the other hand might be either stored in similarly specific collections, or shared and transacted mostly on commercial and private platforms. Regardless of its origins, we consider this large structural blind spot to delineate one of the most promising areas for future developments. As countless domains of the humanities, arts, or cultural sciences have assembled itemized knowledge and data collections about their focused intangible phenomena, practices and objects of study (Fig. 1, left-hand side), most of the surveyed InfoVis approaches are also applicable to their data.

As such, intangible CH data collections (e.g. as curated by the UNESCO [127]), which include various forms of knowledge and practices, oral traditions and expressions, performing arts, social practices, rites, customs, rituals and traditional craftmanships, could be visually explored and presented by the modern means of all the available InfoVis methods outlined so far. Likewise, humanities disciplines (such as ethnography, sociology, history, or cultural anthropology) document and collect phrases, folk songs, poems, recipes, concepts, ideas, habits, customs and practices. We assume that most of these itemized collections can also be represented on the basis of associated metadata, and that therefore related research and teaching initiatives could also benefit from most the visualization methods and techniques enlisted above.

### 5 Discussion

As evidenced by the survey so far, recent developments in the area of CH representation have motivated a multitude of visualization approaches, which begin to form an interconnected field of study with its own questions and challenges. These novel challenges have been answered by a discussion about newly required design principles and strategies. In the following, we discuss a selection of these perspectives, which emerge from multiple strands of discourse between digital humanities, cultural sciences, and information visualization. They are in part a response to
early InfoVis developments, and we consider them to be valuable voices shedding light on possible future demands for advanced visualization design in the CH data realm.

5.1 Serendipity

The concept of serendipity originates mainly from discourses in library and information sciences. In its literal meaning, serendipity describes “the faculty or phenomenon of finding valuable or agreeable things not sought for” [128]. Although coincidence, unexpectedness, and accidental discovery are also associated with the term, in particular in the sense of “unexpected” or “accidental” scientific discoveries [129], we want to emphasize the potential to deliberately incite and encourage serendipitous information retrieval. While it is not possible to directly control serendipity, it nonetheless can be influenced [130]. It could be argued that the well-structured and curated presentation of collections in museums or libraries allow for strolling along a multitude of paths through the information space, and encourage serendipitous encounters. This creates the effect that visitors will likely come into contact with information (books, exhibits, objects) “that are of interest to them but that they were unaware of prior to visiting” [131].

Options for operationalization: In the context of digital CH collections and interfaces, the question of how to support serendipity is not easily answered [130]. One approach is seen in emulating the serendipitous information space of a library or museum in digital CH interfaces [132]. Others rely on search interfaces but offer a slightly more serendipitous access in the sense that related or similar objects to the one searched for are also recommended based on existing object taxonomies or user-generated tags [131], by providing hypertext links between related entities [130], or by suggesting items that are otherwise related to the viewed entities [133].

The specific potential of InfoVis for encouraging serendipitous information retrieval was first illustrated by the Bohemian Bookshelf [52], which applies several serendipity-focused design principles, such as multiple visual access points, highlighting adjacencies, enticing curiosity, and supporting playful exploration. Another example is the Past Paths project [76], [134], where the scrolling speed controls the display of items. Slow speed shows only related items, whereas higher speed highlights seemingly random new topics. To support orientation, the users can store items of interest and explore their past paths in visualizations that highlight relations between the accessed items [134].

Being quite an elusive term and concept, there is no established recipe for designing serendipitous collection interfaces or InfoVis environments. However, the principles of serendipitous encounters, including, for example, the value of unexpected discoveries, the feeling of surprise, the challenging of familial interactions, and the enabling of unpredictable results, might offer a way to evoke corresponding experiences [135]. Still, thorough user studies have not yet been conducted that would help us to fully understand how specific design decisions influence users’ perception of serendipity. Nonetheless, the intention to increase the likelihood of serendipitous encounters within a digital CH interface is likely to help create more open, more diverse, and possibly more engaging user experiences.

5.2 Generosity

Relatedly, the notion of “generous interfaces” [18], [75] revolves around the question of how digitized CH can be made accessible in a way that is also able to “reveal the scale and complexity of digital heritage collections” [18]. At its core, it is characterized by a clear contrast to what still is a default starting point in many digital interfaces: the search slot. The generous approach to collection interfaces defines five principles: i) show first, don’t ask; ii) provide rich overviews; iii) provide samples; iv) provide context; and v) share high quality primary content [75]. It aims to provide rich and navigable representations that encourage exploration and browsing [18], while overviews establish context and maintain orientation during access to details at multiple scales.

Options for operationalization: The principle of generosity explicitly confirms well-established design principles of InfoVis, which emphasize the importance of overview, orientation, and details on demand [136]. It also promotes the utilization of multiple (over)views (see sec. 4.4), to form complementary composites that reveal different aspects of a collection—what Drucker terms “parallax” [137]. It also promotes more playful extensions of information seeking towards less goal-oriented information activities, such as satisfying curiosity, enjoying aesthetics, and avoiding boredom. Rather than the functional satisfaction of an information need, generosity emphasizes process, pleasure, and thoughtful engagement [18], requirements as they have been documented for casual users [60], information flaneurs [73], and humanities-based approaches to interface design [138].

In this sense, the concept of generosity - together with concepts of criticality (see section 5.3) - can arguably help to overcome all overly narrow task- and deficiency-driven approaches to interface design that are grounded in a simplistic user-as-consumer- and problem-solver-model [137]. From this perspective, the first half of this survey’s categorization schema (centered around data, users, and tasks) may appear to be a questionable choice for analyzing interfaces for “humanities-based” experiences. However, by encouraging the elicitation of humanities scholars’ tasks and requirements, we consider their needs as inputs to be taken seriously for participatory system development. Only sustained and systematic collaboration might enable more reliable collections of humanities-specific requirements and conventions. We see this as a necessary step towards the design of methodically and epistemologically less “trojan horse” [139] technologies, as well as their ecologically valid evaluations.

Also, the principle of generosity goes beyond mere design implications and also includes the call for open data, open source, and open access. Last but not least, generous design aims for the deliberate generation of novel questions and critical inquiries, such as going below the surface of given assumptions (sec. 5.3) and looking beyond all local confines (sec. 5.7), rather than claiming to exhaustively show “what is” [18].

5.3 Criticality

With the principle of criticality we refer to reflections and design strategies, that can help to meet specific epistemic
standards in various humanities, arts, and CH communities. Some of these standards mainly aim to prevent unverified or unrealistically naive renderings of CH topics, data, and subject matters, and instead support interpretive accounts and critical analyses of authoritative representations and their assumptions [139]. In this context, visualizations and interfaces can and should not claim the status of being inevitable technical solutions. To the contrary, they have to be addressed as cultural artifacts themselves, which require thorough reflection, critique, and appropriation [73], [140]. For this purpose, we see largely two options: encouraging the level of critical self-reflection on the side of visualization designers, and at the same time, raising the critical (data and visualization) literacy skills on the users’ side.

Options for operationalization: To raise the criticality of CH visualizations and interfaces, we promote design principles and guidelines that promote disclosure (making data and design choices transparent), plurality (offering multiple views and perspectives), contingency (acknowledging the open-ended nature of user experience), and empowerment (fostering user’s self-activation and engagement) [141]. These principles can help to question interfaces, and gain a second look at their seemingly realistic demeanor [138]. Even more so, they help to have a critical look at the data and design choices, and to revise or refute (parts of) visual representations, including their rhetorical devices [142]. If these rejections can be documented together with alternative design suggestions, a multimodal version of “critical theoretical” discourse might ensue, drawing on texts and visual representations alike.

We see a specific relevance of such a critical discourse when it comes to CH collections and data, which are often heterogeneously interpreted in pluralistic humanities discourses, depend on the disclosure of sources, are intertwined into subjective histories, and relate to multiple questions of provenance, methods, and disciplinary traditions. We also see a need to include CH institutions in critical reflections, which influence collection interpretation by their ways of cultural mediation, including exhibitions, catalogues, and their overall framing of collections. Since at least the 1990s [143], critical discourses in the context of institutional critique, postcolonial studies or feminist theory have vigorously been advocating for a more nuanced, self-reflective practice of collecting and exhibiting. This has moved many institutions—in the light of public and academic scrutiny—to openly reflect their history, their entanglement in hegemonial structures and power relations, and also acknowledge the need to address these issues when engaging in a dialogue with the public. In simple standard interfaces to CH data, these discourses cannot be equally represented. Yet the understanding of CH collections as dynamic entities that can be formed, re-arranged, contextualized, and annotated through innovative forms of participation can be specifically supported [144]. Equally, InfoVis and interface design holds the potential to allow for multiple, uncertain, and sometimes even conflicting perspectives and narratives to surface (cf. sec. 5.6 and sec. 5.4), while keeping the physical structure and “authoritarian” metadata of a collection intact.

All of these options to foster a critical utilization of visualization technologies eventually depend on the skills and intentions of users and visitors to apply them. When developing visualizations and interfaces in a CH context, the intended users’ expected skills should be thoroughly reflected, as well as their prior knowledge and assumptions. Only these sorts of reflections—together with corresponding onboarding techniques and educational initiatives—can lead to the establishment of critical data and visualization literacy. As a result, a new form of “source criticism” for representations in digital environments could emerge, which is duly needed not only in the humanities.

5.4 User Guidance and Narration

Design strategies of user guidance and narration enrich the standard mode of individual and user-driven visualization reception. User guidance by recommendation provides suggestions for the extension and continuation of a certain viewing experience—often by clustering related material around objects or areas of focus. Existing metadata of CH collections often support faceted browsing and recommendations corresponding to data dimensions (e.g., similar style, artist, subject, or any other category). In addition to the existing records, algorithmically derived metadata and recommendations can be used when developing a visualization [133], [144]. Machine learning in combination with computer vision has shown great potential for extracting visual features that allow us to go beyond the manual annotation of large collections [58] and thus contain the potential to critical intervention [144]. Also, similarity-based layouts can be used to create visual arrangements that are based both on the objects’ metadata and on the algorithmically derived similarity of the images [145]. Users can also be invited to curate and recommend their own collections and assemblies, and share as guidance with the public—and even inspire others to creatively engage with the material in artistic practice and design [146].

User guidance can also be implemented as a form of narrative, by offering suggested paths or sequences of sensemaking. The design principle of storytelling has been intensely discussed in the InfoVis community [147], [148], [149], as it brings back author-driven techniques of sense-making into a field originally focused on user-driven analysis. For the traditional presentation of CH collections, narrative arrangements are quite usual. Museums frequently rely on curatorial expertise when they make content available. One of the purposes of curation can be regarded as “narrating the collection”, i.e., telling a story by selecting and presenting objects in a purposeful manner, accompanying them with additional information, and even guiding visitors through and between exhibits. Commonly, visual interfaces to digital CH collections disrupt the pattern of search-centric interfaces and provide more generous tableaus of objects and overviews, including the means for individual vertical exploration (zooming, immersing, details on demand [136]), and for horizontal browsing and strolling [73], [78]. Going beyond these user-driven movements, narrative design offers curator-driven pathways that extend the information seeking mantra [136] with the option to “enjoy sequential guidance on demand”. While narrative visualizations can be completely author-driven, most examples find ways to balance author- and user-driven modes of experience [147]. As
such, interface designers can allow users to drive their visits to collections individually, but also to lean back, and follow a narrator’s suggestions and connections.

Options for operationalization: In the context of visual interfaces to CH collections, narrative guidance can be implemented, for example, as animated movements across a map, which may include different textual and visual source materials [70], [89]. Narration can also follow a curator’s storyboard along various spatial (i.e., linear or axial) encodings of time as with timelines, flowcharts, or tree diagrams [150], or also in 3D space [151]. The guidance can be author-driven (e.g., by curators [64]), user-driven [23], [29], or even created by users with their own CH data [70]. Users can store their individual path through a collection and share it with others [76], [134], which allows the publication of alternative and critical narratives in addition to the “authoritative” narrations created by commissioned curators. With regard to balanced approaches we found a largely untapped potential to interweave storylines into visual tableaus (see also the options of martini glass structures, drill-down stories, and interactive slideshows [147]), and thus to deliberately synthesize the author- and user-driven modes of experience in the context of CH collections and data.

5.5 Remote Access vs. Being There

Differences between on-site experiences of CH collections and modes of remote access to CH collection data have already been discussed with regards to a common lack of narrative guidance in traditional CH interfaces (see above). On a more general level, the idea of bridging the gap between collection visualizations on screen and their appearances in physical settings refers to a unique challenge for visualization design. Most papers in this review discuss web-based InfoVis prototypes. A minority used and evaluated mobile systems [109], which could be used both remotely or in-situ. In their study, Rogers et al. [109] observed different patterns of use in virtual and physical museum environments, in particular, the entry point depended on the interaction taking place remotely or in-situ. Also, overviews linked with individual artifacts tended to promote exploration in the remote setting, while in-situ it was the physical artifacts driving explorations. This finding alone makes it obvious that InfoVis systems developed primarily for remote use will not necessarily serve the information needs (or maybe rather expectations) of museum visitors.

Options for operationalization: We consider the in-situ use of exploratory interfaces and collection visualizations in real CH exhibition settings to be a largely unexplored area of application. For the interconnection of on-screen and off-screen experiences at exhibition sites, multiple constellations exist, from the in-situ use of public screens [152], [153] and mobile applications [109] to immersive installations [107], to a whole spectrum of virtual, augmented or mixed reality solutions [154], [155]. These solutions can focus on the well-known requirements (from overview and orientation to providing details on demand) for the visible parts of a collection or also go beyond. Given the fact that only a small percentage of an institution’s collection is usually on view in exhibitions or visible storage, visualizations can bring information about off-display objects (or even about a whole range of contextual knowledge, see sec. 5.7), back into a museum’s hall, to enhance the overall visitor experience.

5.6 Facets of Uncertainty

Within visualization research, the question of how to deal with uncertain data already belongs to one of the standard exercises of the field [156]. When dealing with CH data, the question of uncertainty is often discussed in the context of digital reconstruction of CH sites and 3D visualization [157]. When it comes to InfoVis of CH collections, we see a lack of discussion on the same level. One of the most prevailing but also challenging metadata entries in CH collections is “date” (sec. 3.5)—as it poses not only challenges of the historically exact dating or age determination, but also in regards to different concepts of time and the question of what date should be recorded and represented. Is it the date or period of production, of public display in its original setting, or of a sale or resale of a given object—or even a combination of several dates [158]?

Options for operationalization: Kräutli and Boyd Davis [158] suggest not to render these uncertainties invisible by creating visualizations that represent time as exact, but instead integrate visual renderings of probabilistic time descriptions. This would relate to the humanities’ convention to do the same on a textual basis. However, while general visualization research has addressed the visual encoding of temporal uncertainty [159], InfoVis for CH also needs to take on the challenge of visually representing interpretation and ambiguity on a more general level. Drucker argues that the visual representation of ambiguity and uncertainty also might require a shift away from standard metrics to metrics that express interpretation [138].

For the sources that introduce uncertainty into the age determination of artifacts, Kräutli and Boyd Davis have assembled a whole list, including the “inherent imprecision of the world” and the “interpretation by curators” [158]. We consider this list of factors to influence almost all metadata dimensions (see sec. 3.1), including places, actors, relations, and even more so all available ascriptions of meaning. The acknowledgment of imprecision and interpretative openness that is present in textual sources in the humanities have hardly been acknowledged in the design of CH interfaces and visualizations. As these factors also tend to be rendered invisible in visual interfaces, there is a multitude of challenges for representing uncertainty in various data dimensions for future visualization approaches.

5.7 Contextualization

Emerging standards for linked data (see the “event-centric” approaches to CH data in sec. 3.1) provide new options of enhancing, contextualizing, linking, and reframing CH objects and collection data [161]. Linked data is a way of publishing structured data that allows metadata of different local databases to be connected and enriched, “so that different representations of the same content can be identified, and links between related resources can be made” [20]. As such it introduces new potentials for the enhancement of collection data and might eventually support the overall processes of sensemaking by connecting CH data silos and allowing for cross-domain representations and
reasoning [162]. By uniquely identifying entities (such as cultural artifacts, creators, institutions, places, or events) and drawing typified (e.g., temporal, spatial, contextual, and conceptual) links between them, linked data initiatives weave CH-specific knowledge graphs and relational tissues into the semantic web [163]. Corresponding applications can benefit from this extended data ecosystem by utilizing and visualizing connections that go far beyond the scope of any local CH database. As linked data also brings along the risk of opening too many doors of possible connections for the users’ cognition, related projects always have to balance the chances with parallel risks of accelerating “museum fatigue” [164] in a digital setting.

Options for operationalization: Linked data can help to fundamentally reframe the interface to CH collections. In this sense, we see a remarkable potential to challenge the “authoritarian” or institutional cores of metadata inventories, as well as to conceive new avenues for visualizing object and art collections in relation to various societal environments (cf. [165]). Such contextualizations can foster a more systemic understanding of the arts and their interplay with historical environments. By connecting a given collection and its visualization with relevant societal environments in their historical constellations, the arts become visible as part of a greater system (e.g., reacting to or anticipating and influencing societal developments). CH visualizations can be annotated with historical markup, and thus contextualized within the wider socio-political circumstances of the collection’s past and present [83]. But also the exchange of impulses with other societal spheres, such as politics, technology, economy, religion, science, or daily life (cf. [166]) can become visible in the rich depictions of future interfaces. In this regard, contextualizing and linking data can be a step towards further widening the concept of generosity, and to merge the horizon of CH exploration and interpretation with the complex horizons of socio-cultural meaning production and their dynamics at large.

6 Conclusion and Outlook

With this paper, we investigated and analyzed the state of the art in visual interface design for CH collection data. From the InfoVis point of view, CH data collections unfold as a specifically challenging but also promising research scenario. Novel challenges emerge from the wide variety of object types and their rich and heterogeneous metadata, often associated with materially rich content and further information, which have to be made accessible to diverse users with different abilities and aspirations.

We analyzed 70 CH visualization systems across a custom-made taxonomy to capture the current state of interface and visualization design. We analyzed the structure of this design space and reflected on open challenges and emerging topics from a wider InfoVis and humanities perspective. As such, we aimed to contribute to the consolidation of a hitherto scattered but vibrant research field. From the further development of its technical standards, we expect contributions with relevance for different communities, including scholarly, educational, intercultural, casual and public fields of cultural reasoning and communication.

To provide effective and productive interface technologies, the thorough understanding of users’ motives, back-grounds, and cognitive requirements seems indispensable. As such, we argue for specifically attentive approaches, where user-centered design practices are guiding the system development, and local data, user, and task diversity is fully taken into account. While conducting this survey, we—as an interdisciplinary team of researchers with roots in different epistemic cultures—experienced once more, how only a patient collective sensemaking process can establish relevant categories and connections, which foster productive reflections between experts for information technologies and humanist thinking.

We consider visualizations and interfaces to CH data to be contemporary cultural artifacts in their own right. As they become part of our present day collection of instruments to explore, interpret, and communicate the past, we consider them even more so as epistemic objects, which need to be open for interpretation and critique. We hope that the outlined categories and principles can advance this endeavor. At the same time, we want to emphasize the need for more systematic and elaborate evaluations, which have to complement the process of interpretation and critique. It is our impression that such a balanced discourse and research design offers the unique opportunity to establish the productive connections and common languages, which will transfer a multitude of visualization endeavors into a transdisciplinary knowledge realm.

Appendix A

Online browser for the exploration of CH visualization interfaces: http://ieg.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/~federico/CHVis/
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